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Metacognitive Training 
Meta: derived from Greek, means "about" 
 
Cognition: derived from Latin, means "thinking" 
 
Metacognition: "Thinking about thinking" 
 
 



Metacognitive Training 

("Maze Cheat" by Robbie)  



Metacognitive Training 

Bird's-eye View 

("Wanna get lost?" by Chyna)  



Why Metacognitive Training? 
Ø  Many individuals with depression have suffered from their 

symptoms for a long time and have already tried many things 
to feel better. 

Ø  Often a number of factors contribute to the development of 
depression - some of these factors are modifiable and others 
are not. 

Ø  MCT-Silver provides strategies and information that can help 
you reduce your symptoms. 



Why Metacognitive Training? 
Ø  Of course your symptoms won't disappear in an instant just 

because of a single exercise or session – it takes time and 
practice! 

Ø  In addition, you are ultimately your own specialist. You 
already have a lot of experience with what helps or doesn't 
help you.  

Ø  We encourage you to try the exercises – even if they seem 
strange or "too simple" at first.  



Thinking and Reasoning 1 

based on Beck ("Cogwheels and Pebbles" by Carlos Lorenzo)  



 

 
 

 
 

Mental Filter 

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  based on Beck 



 

 
 

 
 

Mental Filter 
Ø Search for and pay attention only to negative details. 

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  based on Beck 



 

 
 

 
 

Mental Filter 
Ø Search for and pay attention only to negative details. 
Ø Perceptions of reality are clouded, like a single drop 

of ink which clouds an entire glass of water. 

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  based on Beck 



Mental Filter  
Situation: Mrs. Schmidt is celebrating her 70th birthday. During 
the party she receives many compliments from her guests... 

("Woman at beach" by craig Cloutier) 



Mental Filter  
Situation: Mrs. Schmidt is celebrating her 70th birthday. During 
the party she receives many compliments from her guests... 

The food tastes 
great! 

Thanks for the 
invitation! 

The new haircut 
suits you well. 

You look fantastic! 

It's nice to be 
here! 

Can I have the 
recipe for that salad? 

The cake is 
amazing. 

It's wonderful that 
your whole family 

could make it. 

It's great to finally  
see you again 

Congratulations – 
you made it! 

("Woman at beach" by craig Cloutier) 



Mental Filter  
Situation: Mrs. Schmidt is celebrating her 70th birthday. During 
the party she receives many compliments from her guests. 
However, one of the guests complains about the uncomfortable 
chairs. 
Einer 

The food tastes 
great! 

Thanks for the 
invitation! 

The new haircut 
suits you well. 

You look fantastic! 

It's nice  to be 
here! 

Can I have the 
recipe for that salad? 

The cake is 
amazing. 

It's wonderful that 
your whole family 

could make it. 

It's great to finally  
see you again 

Congratulations – 
you made it! 

("Woman at beach" by craig Cloutier) 

The chairs are 
uncomfortable! 



Mental Filter 
Mental Filter: 
Ø  "My guests are annoyed and do not feel comfortable here." 
What are the consequences of this mental filter?  
Ø  ??? 

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  ("Woman at beach" by craig Cloutier) 



Mental Filter 
Mental Filter: 
Ø  "My guests are annoyed and do not feel comfortable here." 
What are the consequences of this mental filter?  
Ø  Mrs. Schmidt's mood sinks. She worries that the guests can't 

really enjoy the party. 
 

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  ("Woman at beach" by craig Cloutier) 



Mental Filter 
Mental Filter: 
Ø  "My guests are annoyed and do not feel comfortable here." 
What are the consequences of this mental filter?  
Ø  Mrs. Schmidt's mood sinks. She worries that the guests can't 

really enjoy the party. 
Is this thought justified?  

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  ("Woman at beach" by craig Cloutier) 



Mental Filter 
Mental Filter: 
Ø  "My guests are annoyed and do not feel comfortable here." 
What are the consequences of this mental filter?  
Ø  Mrs. Schmidt's mood sinks. She worries that the guests can't 

really enjoy the party. 
Is this thought justified? ‒ NO! Therefore:  
Ø  How can Mrs. Schmidt assess the situation instead? 

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  ("Woman at beach" by craig Cloutier) 



Mental Filter 
What can Mrs. Schmidt think instead? 
Ø  ???„Ich habe von den Gästen viele Komplimente 

bekommen. Alle scheinen die Feier zu genießen. Nur weil 
eine Person die Stühle unbequem findet, heißt das nicht, 
dass alle Gäste so denken und dass die Feier ein Reinfall 
ist.“ 

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  ("Woman at beach" by craig Cloutier) 



Mental Filter 
What can Mrs. Schmidt think instead? 
Ø  "I've received many compliments from the guests and 

everyone seems to be enjoying the party. Just because one 
person finds the chairs to be uncomfortable doesn't mean 
that all the guests think that or that the party is a failure." 

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  ("Woman at beach" by craig Cloutier) 
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Ø  "I've received many compliments from the guests and 

everyone seems to be enjoying the party. Just because one 
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that all the guests think that or that the party is a failure." 
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Ø  ??? 
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Mental Filter 
What can Mrs. Schmidt think instead? 
Ø  "I've received many compliments from the guests and 

everyone seems to be enjoying the party. Just because one 
person finds the chairs to be uncomfortable doesn't mean 
that all the guests think that or that the party is a failure." 

What are the consequences of this thought? 
Ø  Mrs. Schmidt can still enjoy the party. Perhaps she can ask if 

there is an alternative seating option for this one guest.  

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  ("Woman at beach" by craig Cloutier) 



Mental Filter 
Your own example: 
Ø  Have there been situations in which you only paid attention 

to negative details?   
Ø  Wie könnten Sie die Situation stattdessen bewerten? 
  

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  



Mental Filter 
Your own example: 
Ø  Have there been situations in which you only paid attention 

to negative details?   
Ø  How could you have assessed the situation differently? 
Ø  Wie könnten Sie die Situation stattdessen bewerten? 
  

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  



Overgeneralization 
 
 

from Hautzinger ("Bebop de hamster" by Maarten)  



Overgeneralization 
Ø  A single negative event is seen as part of a never-ending 

series. 
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Overgeneralization 
Ø  A single negative event is seen as part of a never-ending 

series. 
Ø  When describing such events, words such as "always" or 

"never" are often used.  
 

 

from Hautzinger ("Bebop de hamster" by Maarten)  



Overgeneralization 
Ø  A single negative event is seen as part of a never-ending 

series. 
Ø  When describing such events, words such as "always" or 

"never" are often used.  
 
Have you ever felt this way? 

 

from Hautzinger ("Bebop de hamster" by Maarten)  



Overgeneralization 
What would be a more helpful thought? 
 Event Overgeneralization 

Helpful appraisal 
I misplaced my glasses. ???„Ich werde immer vergesslicher und finde 

meine Sachen nie! Ich hoffe, ich werde nicht 
dement.“  
???„Das passiert jedem Mal. Das heißt nicht, 
dass ich dement werde! Ich finde einen Platz, 
wo ich meine Brille immer ablegen kann, wenn 
ich sie nicht brauche.“ 

("Day 277" by Alexander Stramma)  



Overgeneralization 
What would be a more helpful thought? 
 Event Overgeneralization 

Helpful appraisal 
I misplaced my glasses. "I forget more and more and never find my 

things! I hope I'm not getting dementia." 
???„Das passiert jedem Mal. Das heißt nicht, 
dass ich dement werde! Ich finde einen Platz, 
wo ich meine Brille immer ablegen kann, wenn 
ich sie nicht brauche.“ 

("Day 277" by Alexander Stramma)  



Overgeneralization 
What would be a more helpful thought? 
 Event Overgeneralization 

Helpful appraisal 
I misplaced my glasses. "I forget more and more and never find my 

things! I hope I'm not getting dementia." 
"It happens to everyone once in a while. That 
doesn't mean that I will get dementia! I can find 
a place where I can lay my glasses whenever I 
don't need them." 

("Day 277" by Alexander Stramma)  



Overgeneralization 
What would be a more helpful thought? 
 Event Overgeneralization 

??? Unhelpful appraisal: ??? 
 
Helpful appraisal: ??? 

("Day 277" by Alexander Stramma)  



How can you make more helpful 
appraisals? 
Ø  Step out of the "hamster wheel of generalization". 

("Bebop de hamster" by Maarten)  



How can you make more helpful 
appraisals? 
1. Make concrete statements about a specific situation that 
relates to the here and now. 
 
For example, if you forget a friend's birthday, instead of telling 

yourself … 
 

 
"I always forget 
important 
appointments."  

"I forgot their birthday this year. That's 
embarrassing, but I can send them a 
belated birthday wish! In the future, I will 
write down important dates on a calendar." 

("no title" by JETSHOOTS.COOM)  



How can you make more helpful 
appraisals? 
1. Make concrete statements about a specific situation that 
relates to the here and now. 
 
For example, if you forget a friend's birthday, instead of telling 

yourself … 
 

 
"I'm a bad friend 
because I forgot to 
congratulate my 
friend on her 
birthday."  

"I forgot their birthday this year. That's 
embarrassing, but I can send them a 
belated birthday wish! In the future, I will 
write down important dates on a calendar." 
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How can you make more helpful 
appraisals? 
1. Make concrete statements about a specific situation that 
relates to the here and now. 
 
For example, if you forget a friend's birthday, instead of telling 

yourself … 
 

 

("no title" by JETSHOOTS.COOM)  

"I'm a bad friend 
because I forgot to 
congratulate my 
friend on her 
birthday."  

"I forgot her birthday this year. That's 
embarrassing, but I can still call her and 
apologize that I forgot yesterday. Or I can 
still send her a nice card and gift. Just 
because I forgot this one thing doesn't 
mean I'm a bad friend." 



How can you make more  
helpful appraisals? 
2. Change your perspective 
Ø  What would you tell a good friend if they experienced the 

same situation or a similar situation? 
 



How can you make more  
helpful appraisals? 
Example: 
For a few days, you've been putting off getting tickets for a 
theater night with friends. Now the tickets are sold out! 

("no title" by Kilyan Sockalingum)  



How can you make more  
helpful appraisals? 
Ø Now consider how hard you could possibly judge yourself.  
 

("no title" by Kilyan Sockalingum)  



How can you make more  
helpful appraisals? 
Ø Now consider how hard you could possibly judge yourself.  
Ø Instead, think about what you would tell a good friend.  
 

("no title" by Kilyan Sockalingum)  



How can you make more  
helpful appraisals? 
Ø Now consider how hard you could possibly judge yourself.  
Ø Instead, think about what you would tell a good friend.  
Ø You would probably comfort him/her and identify good 

reasons why his/her failure is forgivable.  
 
 

("no title" by Kilyan Sockalingum)  



How can you make more  
helpful appraisals? 
Ø Now consider how hard you could possibly judge yourself.  
Ø Instead, think about what you would tell a good friend.  
Ø You would probably comfort him/her and identify good 

reasons why his/her failure is forgivable.  
 
Personal examples? 
 

("no title" by Kilyan Sockalingum)  



How can you make more  
helpful appraisals? 
3. Find out the following based on an experiment: 
 

Does everyone think the same as I do?  
 
 



How can you make more  
helpful appraisals? 
3. Find out the following based on an experiment: 
 

Does everyone think the same as I do?  
 

Ask a trusted person who was also there about how they 
assessed the situation (e.g., "A guest finds the chairs to be 
uncomfortable. Do you think so too? Do you think that all my 
guests feel uncomfortable here?") 

 

 
 



Mental Filter,  
Overgeneralization 
What else can help with distorted appraisals? 

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  



Mental Filter,  
Overgeneralization 
Ø  If you notice that one single negative aspect of an event is 

overshadowing all positive aspects (i.e., "one drop of ink 
clouds the water"), try to imagine the situation in an absurd 
or funny way. 

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  



Mental Filter,  
Overgeneralization 
Ø  If you notice that one single negative aspect of an event is 

overshadowing all positive aspects (i.e., "one drop of ink 
clouds the water"), try to imagine the situation in an absurd 
or funny way. 

Ø  Have a little fun with your own thought distortions! This may 
help you to gain a different perspective and adjust how you 
assess a situation. 

 

("no title" by Lucas Benjamin)  



Deliberate Exaggeration 

("Chocolate Fondant Cake" by Su-Lin)  

Event Depressive Appraisal 

You baked a cake that didn't 
turn out well. 

I‘m a failure and can't do anything right. I can't 
expect my family to eat this. 



Deliberate Exaggeration 
Possible (humorous) exaggeration: ??? 
Meinen Kindern schmeckt der Kuchen außerordentlich gut. Sie 
sind von dem ungewöhnlichen Geschmack begeistert und 
bitten mich für ein anstehendes Geburtstagsfest gleich mehrere 
Kuchen dieser Art zu backen. Auf dem Fest wird ein Mitarbeiter 
von Dr. Oetker auf den Kuchen aufmerksam. Es wird eine 
Backmischung für diesen Kuchen entworfen, die es schnell in 
jedem Supermarkt zu kaufen gibt…  

("Chocolate Fondant Cake" by Su-Lin)  



Deliberate Exaggeration 
Possible (humorous) exaggeration: My kids love this cake and 
think it's delicious. They are enthusiastic about the unique taste 
and ask me to bake several of these cakes for an upcoming 
birthday party. At the party, an employee of Betty Crocker tries 
the cake and loves it. A cake mix is made for this cake, which 
can be bought in every supermarket just four weeks later...  

("Chocolate Fondant Cake" by Su-Lin)  



Deliberate Exaggeration 
This example is not far from reality. There are many supposed 
mistakes and failures that have led to great inventions... 

("Post-IT" by Open Grid Scheduler / Grid Engine)  



Post-it Notes 
Ø  Dr. Spencer Silver, an American scientist, was trying 

to develop a super strong adhesive. 
Ø  Instead, he accidentally developed the glue for Post-

Its. 
Ø  It was only when a colleague applied this substance  

to a piece of paper, which he wanted to use as a 
bookmark, that they decided to sell the glue and 
paper together as Post-it notes. 

("Arthur Fry with a Post-It Note on his forehead" from Wikimedia Commons)  



Learning Points 
Step 1: Pay attention in everyday life to the depressive 
appraisals discussed   
Ø  Mental Filter, Overgeneralization! 



Learning Points 
Step 2: Generate more helpful appraisals, for example:  
Ø  Make concrete statements about a specific situation that 

relates to the here and now. 



Learning Points 
Step 2: Generate more helpful appraisals, for example:  
Ø  Make concrete statements about a specific situation that 

relates to the here and now. 
Ø  Change your perspective: ("What would I say to a good 

friend if they experienced the same or a similar situation?"). 



Learning Points 
Step 2: Generate more helpful appraisals, for example:  
Ø  Make concrete statements about a specific situation that 

relates to the here and now. 
Ø  Change your perspective: ("What would I say to a good 

friend if they experienced the same or a similar situation?"). 
Ø  Gain a different perspective by trying to deliberately 

exaggerate your appraisal (imagine the situation in an 
absurd or funny way). 



Thanks for your attention! 
Trainers: handout worksheets! 
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Chyna https://www.flickr.com/photos/7caught7my7eyes7/1577248987/in/
photolist-3pnPb4-d5Skn-3Xhcv9-7REh8G-cQ11t-gLYeu-73iG1B-gLYSF-
p65cV-WGX9zt-7J3ctk-9VCkyN-Ayj6ED-5fddtC-nyAFK-fuCUc-5fddH1-
nyAHF-aQPMWa-cgqvvW-UBRTQJ-Ej9jp-n6MJV5-
gLYmG-8b9tsE-34TgqU-7DvrSd-7TKtzq-ig12Wf-
ig1tRD-8Vf3jc-3yG6Nq-2SGEpu-2SC9EZ-5bfGWd-oD3mNH-78RXPm-
gLYK8-ig1diW-BAatX-5R41Z8-gLZ5P-gLYYT-5pXLfc-
bKUoWi-693vN7-72632T-ajB4dL-7J3csH-8fY78c 

Wanna get lost? CC 
 

17.04.18 

Robbie https://www.flickr.com/photos/aussieman02/890874191/in/
photolist-2mHXRR-hBZnX-cRaCB5-6wy8W-aE4xzF-hBZr8-6pkcio-78QEgj-
hBZwJ-hBZtr-nPNgmu-61Bni2-7mEEmd-MAjZV-
fwQh5A-8vnKvW-3g63qv-8pA9Kf-cvjFsL-
qDFzZ5-5vWmir-7kfAkN-8CqXQQ-8pA9Xd-93Btnz-hBZag-7mqB8R-
oubAbD-afhWha-8pwUQg-hBZg3-8pwXnR-3fpHa1-aubNs3-8pwYDB-
hBZcC-8pA7DY-5nUH5o-8Vf3nR-eQu5aK-88ycyD-4UtjX-5R41Wt-
meJ1Va-7wkA8V-oGXXy-6psje5-V4ifYs-7mnv5X-5ouajg 

Maze Cheat CC 17.04.18 
 

Carlos Lorenzo https://www.flickr.com/photos/carlos_lorenzo/3528214668/in/
photolist-6nM2io-oCVMEp-dAz8QF-re4bCM-7QKpT1-
oSnV2J-5hw6XA-7P54k9-6RbEs-pMbbeQ-4nKMZM-CKYJQh-aSoikV-
oQofEM-768AiU-8TobL2-34hHEY-koYjE-3dZJxk-6wCvHr-bBGQBE-
nCTaBG-5xD8Mu-XgKKGy-cSuR4S-
uRdwGN-5hwzCm-5MncTi-4nKNTv-9cHs4w-4nKNBe-4nPQ5G-9cEmwt-9c
HspN-4nKNdr-4nKPfB-9zAPoL-4nPQwY-4nKMEM-
cCEVmG-6k1kh6-6Uhnu6-5DAp8R-5MndBD-bG3SuZ-bZw3D3-imruke-
bzic4U-aCjRei-4RWnbB 

Cogwheels and 
Pebbles 

CC 17.04.18 
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Luca Benjamin Photo by Lucas Benjamin on Unsplash No title Free image 
(https://
unsplash.com/
license) 

05.04.18 

Maarten https://www.flickr.com/photos/superchango/4376881609/in/
photolist-7ELEq2-2M1hR-7yry4J-51B1kb-37xQtt-7NiS3b-4yaPGm-71TUFB-
TqTpUw-4e8Hry-RdhkR-65XUp9-ngWNmm-zLKEC-A9K8o-KG6zk-4kSBmj-
Rcfku-5Qh5Fe-2SSGr-qaFvhf-ncCHu4-
bCMfFL-8xeBPS-8BwUwf-95m6B6-9yW6SP-okaCST-4tpSDr-8Q1d25-
pCpFSc-3vLdz-7EQr6L-js5GjU-hi7MA-aFZZTZ-7ELDmB-yyQ2t-
Bs1B5-225SF3-6midAY-221txR-7EQvJL-4kPACj-2cxztK-7VZcX9-7VUVoT-
rxtHyG-7VYz8b-aZvAU 

Bebop de hamster CC 05.04.18 

Alexander Stramma https://www.flickr.com/photos/stramma/6211807363/in/photolist-asV8UX-
ruo2n1-8guqF7-adWjo9-V4rqAG-YncHVk-9EFRrd-4ceJdb-BkRhjR-V4roXw-
ei2nUe-dVoW5a-o5Eqhi-ei2nU8-8DCWb2-anFy8T-6ZgKqU-acxRQy-
ahaz7s-fxB1sy-apgFPU-95v6G-7nyPfo-oLxr8w-pcxFts-882WWJ-zE6T5y-
dfGjMb-UpQ9pu-V4rpzy-X2WLYy-VwmFt6-VykY5Y-UpQ88b-X2WLy5-
VwmGha-Vb46No-894KEU-PqZwV8-VuWk78-s61uoT-jaW6QK-iVo6Fq-
bDTD11-VrNF8q-nfcSWW-5ucAg4-omPcUo-2341XxR-5VtUnr 

Day 277 CC 05.04.18 

craig Cloutier https://www.flickr.com/photos/craigcloutier/3509783351/in/photostream/ Woman at beach CC 14.06.18 

*CC = used with corresponding creative commons license;  PP = used with personal permission of artist 
CC = genutzt unter creative commons Lizenz, PP = verwendet mit persönlicher Zustimmung des Künstlers 
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Kilyan Sockalingum Photo by Kilyan Sockalingum on Unsplash No title Free image 05.04.18 

Su-lin https://www.flickr.com/photos/su-lin/2247478888/in/photolist-4qAVb1-
fhLcdF-Tw795P-5UzLHQ-aoeDSm-6UXK3K-8cDe4T-9W4ft-8oivjy-nSnnR-
a6NQo6-23JJFqt-3de3KE-5RNiwY-baQQne-
mgaN38-9y37zV-67SSP-8ofkyH-5MeFdq-qBFpzQ-fmJssZ-6sBWK5-
aoAziV-6tEzym-5iVeUK-hCWtsE-rozftG-fi1uoq-3r6yh5-
dT9nne-7jW8jg-5FTV2u-9bXTHK-dTeZvQ-eF5ye-97xdwv-8ueaJu-9FV4X4-
aos5tm-aPnd1a-6yBP5X-8xFVMd-8RFfhN-5W5wpn-5ueSNp-
dA9tJ5-2G1nR2-9WVFuZ-p59WL8  

Chocolate 
Fondant Cake 

CC 05.04.18 

JETSHOOTS.COM Photo by JESHOOTS.COM on Unsplash No title Free image 05.04.18 

craig Cloutier https://www.flickr.com/photos/23656277@N00/3509787315 Woman at beach CC 14.06.18 

Open Grid Engine / Grid 
Scheduler 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/opengridscheduler/26373527472/in/photolist-
GbxdSU-9P3d3u-rfbQ4t-rQytT8-2cZB1Ak-aQRKb8-5DZmwK-6cNGn1-
awXoSW-81HKYs-Haq3K-
ambQV5-8m3jhQ-4Y2FH8-7dnvxL-3fBSqH-7gAVMp-gqwcPk-
awxrBp-8ZMaau-pcqm8P-59DrFJ-MKc9w-cpFS7d-dcFDTA-e2LdAx-
GaSBA-22vqdan-25GmJ1-59zd18-aDrWCY-dQBxuF-5eqvPL-5ZFcTi-
amHFAS-nhRg8a-8eNmQF-7BQmUF-4JYpJz-3eSURP-7HtNVr-21NVQ7-
cnCjYE-dhANkL-9dEZAQ-7rYfUf-89hkVD-xCNfm-9cwa3s-9EReNy 

Post-IT Public Domain 24.02.19 

Wikimedia Commons https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post-it_Note#/media/File:Fry-lightbulb-on-
forehead1.jpg 

Arthur Fry with a 
Post-It Note on his 
Foreshead 
 

Public 
Domains 

11.03.19 
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